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Abstract
Log-linear models are a family of probability distributions which capture a variety of
relationships between variables, including context-specific independencies. There are a
number of approaches for automatic learning of their independence structures from data,
although to date, no efficient method exists for evaluating these approaches directly in
terms of the structures of the models. The only knownmethods evaluate these approaches
indirectly through the complete model produced, that includes not only the structure
but also the model parameters, introducing potential distortions in the comparison. This
work presents such a method, that is, a measure for the direct comparison of the inde-
pendence structures of log-linear models, inspired by the Hamming distance comparison
method used in undirected graphical models. The measure presented can be efficiently
computed in terms of the number of variables of the domain, and is proven to be a dis-
tance metric.
Keywords: Context-specific independence; Log-linear model; Markov networks; Knowl-
edge discovery; Model selection; Distance metric
1. Introduction and Motivation
This paper presents a distance metric for efficiently comparing the structures of two log-
linear models, which are a well-known representation of probability distributions over
the assignments of discrete domains (Christensen, 2006; Agresti, 2002; Haberman, 1973).
The contribution of this work is inspired by the structure learning problem, a popular ma-
chine learning technique where log-linear models have been largely used for representing
the structure of undirected graphical models (Della Pietra et al., 1997; McCallum, 2003;
Lee et al., 2006; Davis and Domingos, 2010; Lowd and Davis, 2014; Van Haaren and Davis,
2012). Our motivation is to provide a technique for measuring the similarity of two log-
linear models, uniquely in terms of the independencies encoded by them. This tech-
nique can improve the quality comparison between different structure learning tech-
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niques, while also allowing to increase opportunities to discover and deliver actionable
knowledge and insights from log-linear models learned from data.
Undirected graphical models, also known as Markov networks or Markov Random
Fields, are a robust representation for joint probability distributions (Pearl, 1988; Lauritzen,
1996; Koller and Friedman, 2009). These models use two interdependent components: an
independence structure and a set of weights (or numerical parameters) over the struc-
ture. Nowadays, structure learning, weight learning and inference with this class of prob-
abilistic models are important machine learning problems, with a wide variety of appli-
cations in the literature, such as computer vision and image analysis (Hwang and Kim,
2015; Peng et al., 2016), language processing (Tellex et al., 2011), computational biology
(Li et al., 2015) and biomedicine (Schmidt et al., 2008; Wan et al., 2015), among many
others. In the area of structure learning, problems are often formulated with two dif-
ferent goals in mind. On the one hand, structures may be used to construct precise mod-
els for inference tasks, such as the estimation of marginal and conditional probabilities
(Lowd and Davis, 2014; Van Haaren and Davis, 2012; Davis and Domingos, 2010). On the
other hand, the structure learned by an algorithm can be used as an interpretable model
that shows themost significant interactions of a domain (Lee et al., 2006; Van Haaren et al.,
2013; Claeskens et al., 2015; Nyman et al., 2014a; Pensar et al., 2017). In the literature of
graphical models, the first scenario is called the density estimation goal of learning, while
the second one is known as the knowledge discovery goal of learning [Chapter 16 (Koller and Friedman,
2009)].
For the knowledge discovery goal of learning, the choice of representation structure
plays a key role. In particular, the use of undirected graphs for representing the struc-
ture has the advantage of providing an efficient and interpretable representation, with
the nodes representing the random variables of the domain, and the edges encoding di-
rect probabilistic influence between the variables (Pearl and Paz, 1985). For the structure
learning problem, there are several methods that learn a graph fromdata (Bromberg et al.,
2009; Schlu¨ter et al., 2014; Pensar et al., 2017; Schlu¨ter et al., 2018). In this representa-
tion, the absence of an edge indicates that the dependence could be mediated by some
other subset of variables, corresponding to conditional independence between these vari-
ables. Then, the joint probability distribution is specified by using potential functions
over the maximal cliques of the graph, whose values are the weights or numerical pa-
rameters representing the strength of the correlations encoded in the structure. How-
ever, the use of graphs has an important disadvantage: since it simply uses the basic con-
cept of conditional and marginal independence, this representation may hide the occur-
rence of fine-grain structure such as context-specific independencies (Boutilier et al., 1996;
Højsgaard, 2004; Koller and Friedman, 2009), which are independencies that hold only in
a subspace of the configurations of the conditioning set.
Log-linear models (Christensen, 2006; Agresti, 2002; Haberman, 1973) are more flexi-
ble than graphs, allowing to encode not only conditional independencies, but also context-
specific independencies. The log-linear representation of the structure is defined as a set
of feature functions, each consisting of an assignment to some subset of the variables
in the domain. Given a set of features, the joint probability distribution is completely
specified by the feature weights, one real number per feature, which are the numerical
parameters of the log-linear model. For the structure learning problem, there has been
a surge of interest towards methods that construct a log-linear model by selecting fea-
tures from a dataset, generally by searching with a local search that incrementally adds
or deletes features (Della Pietra et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2006; Davis and Domingos, 2010;
Van Haaren and Davis, 2012; Lowd and Rooshenas, 2013; Lowd and Davis, 2014). This
approach poses the structure learning problem as a feature selection problem, where the
features represent dependencies between subsets of random variables. All these con-
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tributions were designed for the density estimation goal of learning, only measuring
the quality of learned models in terms of inference performance. They are rarely used
with the knowledge discovery goal of learning, since the interpretability of conventional
log-linear models is burdensome, and reading independencies from them is not trivial.
For that reason, recently, the use of the theory of log-linear models for contingency ta-
bles (Darroch et al., 1980) introduced a variety of representations that generalize graph-
based undirected graphical models: Context-Specific Interaction models (Eriksen, 1999;
Højsgaard, 2004), Stratified-graphicalmodels (Nyman et al., 2014b,a), and Canonicalmod-
els (Edera et al., 2014a). In these representations, the notion of conditional independence
is replaced by context-specific independencies, with the aim of maintaining the inter-
pretability of the model through the graphical representation of these context-specific
independencies.
The possibility of measuring a structural distance between two log-linear models can
contribute to both goals of learning: since one of the core advantages of graphical models
is their interpretability, the recognition of structural differences between two models may
be used for analyzing differences between the underlying log-linear model of a synthetic
problem and the model learned by an algorithm. Also, it can be used for examining the
structural differences between models obtained by different learning techniques.
Our method works by measuring the number of structural differences that appear be-
tween two log-linear models, producing a confusion matrix that counts the true positives,
false positives, true negatives and false negatives that appear in the second model, rela-
tive to the first one. True positives correspond to positive interactions that are present in
both models. True negatives correspond to negative interactions in both models. False
positives correspond to positive interactions in the second structure that are negative in
the first one. False negatives correspond to negative interactions in the second structure
that are present in the first one.
For undirected graphs, the sum of the counter-diagonal counts (false positives plus
false negatives) is the well-known Hamming distance, extensively used for structural
comparison ofMarkov networks (Bromberg et al., 2009; Schlu¨ter et al., 2014; Pensar et al.,
2017; Schlu¨ter et al., 2018). However, as discussed in detail later in the Approach section,
contrary to Markov networks, a straightforward counting for producing the confussion
matrix for log-linear models presents an exponential computational cost with respect to
the number of variables and with respect to the product of the number of features of each
model. The main contribution of this work is an algorithm for computing the counts in
the confusion matrix for log-linear models that is efficient with respect to the number of
variables. Efficiency with respect to the number of features is not guaranteed for a large
number of features in the models and will be the subject of future work.
To the best of our knowledge, our proposal is the first of its kind, with no other struc-
tural distance metric in the literature for efficiently evaluating the similarity of two log-
linear models in terms of the context-specific independencies they encode. Without it, the
performance of algorithms for learning log-linear models is often measured by using the
KL-divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951; Cover and Thomas, 2012) for evaluating the
similarity of the whole distributions encoded by each structure (Della Pietra et al., 1997;
Lee et al., 2006; Davis and Domingos, 2010; Van Haaren and Davis, 2012; Lowd and Rooshenas,
2013; Lowd and Davis, 2014). This is an indirect procedure that has some shortcomings.
First, the KL requires learning the parameters in addition to the structure. Thus, the
quality of structures is analyzed by evaluating the quality of the resulting full distribu-
tion. In contrast, our contribution allows the direct comparison of the structural dif-
ferences. One disadvantage of comparing models using the KL-divergence is that false
positives and false negatives have different impact in the quality of the distribution. False
positives may be mitigated when learning the parameters, by setting the weights to zero
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to encode the independencies omitted. Instead, false negatives cannot be mitigated by
the numerical parameters, because they add incorrect independence assumptions on the
distribution that can invalidate statistical inference, leading to faulty conclusions. Our
method allows for a separate analysis of false positives and false negatives. As a sec-
ond shortcoming, it is important to note that the parameters learning process is sensi-
tive to data scarceness, and then, the KL measure might not be accurate when data is
insufficient. When learning structures for high-dimensional domains, since the computa-
tion of the KL-divergence is infeasible, the Conditional Marginal Log-likelihood (CMLL)
can be used (Lee et al., 2006; Davis and Domingos, 2010; Van Haaren and Davis, 2012;
Lowd and Rooshenas, 2013; Lowd and Davis, 2014). However, CMLL is an approximate
method, and it also presents the first and second shortcomings mentioned above, because
it also requires the task of learning the numerical parameters of the structure. Themethod
that we propose compares two structures directly, without the need to learn the numerical
parameters. As a means of understanding structural qualities without taking into account
the parameters, a few works have used the number of features and average feature length
(Van Haaren and Davis, 2012; Edera et al., 2014a,b), which are both aggregated and indi-
rect indicators and as such not very informative; moreover, they do not allow for trust-
worthy comparison between different structures.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present the notation and
main concepts used for our analysis. Section 3 describes our approach. In Section 4
we describe a distance metric based on our approach and provide proof of its properties.
Finally, Section 5 lists the conclusions, open questions and some ideas to extend this work.
2. Notation
Let V be a finite set of indexes for a set of discrete random variables XV . Lowercase sub-
scripts denote single indexes (e.g., Xi ,Xj ∈ XV where i, j ∈ V ), while uppercase subscripts
denote subsets of indexes (e.g., XA ⊆ XV where A ⊆ V ).
We use the notation (XA⊥⊥XB | XC ) to denote that the variables in set XA are (jointly)
independent of those in XB conditioned on the values of the variables in XC , for dis-
joint sets of indices A, B, and C, while (XA⊥⊥6 XB | XC ) denotes conditional dependence.
I(XA,XB | XC ) denotes a query of conditional independence, i.e., a question of whether
the independence (XA⊥⊥XB | XC ) holds or not.
A variable Xk can take a value from a finite set of configurations, denoted by val(Xk)
and indexed by Vk . An arbitrary configuration will be denoted in lowercase, e.g., xk . To
denote a specific value, we refer to them-th value of the variable Xk as xkm, for anym ∈ Vk .
A context-specific independence between variables XA and XB given variables XC
and a set of configurations (context) XD = xD is denoted by (XA⊥⊥XB | XC ,xD) while
(XA⊥⊥6 XB | XC ,xD) denotes a context-specific dependence; I(XA,XB | XC ,xD) is a context-
specific independence query.
A log-linear graphical model over a discrete domain X = {X1, ...,Xn} is defined as a set of
feature functions F = {fk(Xk)}, each one defining a numerical value for each assignment xk
to some subset Xk ⊆ X. Given the set F, the parameters of the log-linear model are weights
θ = {θk : fk ∈ F}. Then, the overall distribution is defined as P(x) =
1
Z(θ)
exp(
∑
fk∈F
θkfk(xk)),
where Z(θ) is the partition function that ensures that the distribution is normalized (i.e.,
all entries sum to 1). Features are denoted by lowercase letters, such as f or g . The value
that variable Xk ∈ X takes in feature f is denoted by Xk(f ). For example, if f =< X0 =
1,X2 = 0,X3 = 1 >, then X2(f ) = 0. The set of variables that are assigned in a feature f is
called the scope of f and it is denoted by Sf .
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The space of all configurations for XV is denoted as X . A canonical context x is a com-
plete assignment in a domain, i.e., x ∈ X , and Sx = XV . We define the set of all configura-
tions of variables in XV \ {Xi ,Xj } as X
ij . We call each element of this set a pairwise context,
because they can be seen as canonical contexts in the reduced space of configurations X ij .
3. Structure comparison between log-linear models
3.1 The case for a pairwise comparison
Comparing the structures of two log-linear models F and G implies comparing all the
independencies and dependencies encoded in each of them, that is, each independence
assertion in
D(F) = {I(Xi ,Xj | xU ,XW ) | i , j ∈ V ; U,W ⊂ V \ {i, j},U ∩W = ∅, (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,XW )F}, (1)
and a similar definition for (G), reporting the counts for each of the four cases of true
positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives into a confusion matrix.
In what followswe use a simpler expression containing only the dependencies, namely
D(F) = {(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,XW )F | i , j ∈ V ; U,W ⊂ V \ {i, j},U ∩W = ∅}, (2)
understanding that the independent ones are simply its complement, and that de-
pendence or independence of some assertion t = I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) in model F is captured by
its inclusion or exclusion in DP (F), i.e., t ∈ DP (F) indicates t is dependent in F, while
t <DP (F) indicates t is independent in F.
Unfortunately, the complexity of this evaluation is exponential in three ways: first,
there is an exponential number of subsets of V \ {i, j}; second, for each subset of V \ {i, j}
there is an exponential number of disjoint sets U andW (all partitions into two sets plus
{U = ∅,W = V \ {i, j}} and {U = V \ {i, j},W = ∅}); and third, for each combination of U and
W , there is a number of contexts that is exponential in the size of U .
To tackle the second exponential complexity, we use a reduced set of mutually exclu-
sive context-specific dependence assertions, fixing sets U and W from Eq. 2 so as to only
include assertions where W = ∅ and U = V \ {i, j}, i.e., we only use contextualized condi-
tioning sets. This maintains the specificity needed to encode the independence structure
of an arbitrary log-linear model.
To tackle the first exponential complexity we follow an approach taken for the undi-
rected (non-contextual) models. In the same manner as in contextualized models, the
structure of some (non-contextualized) undirected model H can be represented by the
following dependency model
DU (H) = {(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | XU )H | i , j ∈ V , U ⊂ V \ {i, j}}, (3)
where one can observe the first exponential complexity mentioned, as there is an expo-
nentially number of subsets U ∈ V \ {i, j}. In practice, undirected graphs are compared
using the pairwise models DP , a subset of Eq. 3 with polynomial cardinality, defined as
DUP (H) ≡ {(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | XV \{i,j})H | i , j ∈ V }, (4)
which is nothing more than the Hamming distance of the edges in their undirected graph
representation, since by the pairwise Markov property Pearl (1988)) we have that
(Xi ,Xj ) ∈ E ≡ (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | XV \{i,j})H ,
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where E is the set of edges of the graph associated to some model H .
In undirected models, comparison through the pairwise dependency models is jus-
tified by proving that for any two undirected models D1 and D2, the equality of their
pairwise dependency models DUP (D1) and D
U
P (D2) implies the equality of their general
dependency models DU (D1) and D
U (D2).
Inspired by the exponential reduction in complexity for the case of undirected models,
we propose to compare the structure of two log-linear models F and G by a reduced ver-
sion of D(F) and D(G) that only contains pairwise independence assertions I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ),
for every Xi , Xj ∈ XV and every xZ ∈ X
ij , formally,
DP (F) ≡ {(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F | i , j ∈ V , xZ ∈ X
ij }. (5)
As in the undirected case, to justify the use of the pairwise version of the models
for comparing any two contextualized models, we must prove that for any two log-linear
models F and G, the equality of their pairwise dependency models DP (F) and DP (G) im-
plies the equality of their general dependency models D(F) and D(G). We dedicate the
whole section 4 for this, where we prove other properties as well, that together demon-
strate that the Hamming distance over DP (i.e., the normalized sum of FP and FN ) is a
metric.
Finally, the first exponential complexity is addressed in the following section.
3.2 Approach for an efficient comparison
In this section we present our approach for efficiently comparing the pairwise dependency
models of two log-linear models F and G as defined by Eq. 5.
To further simplify the following presentation, we first note that DP (F) (and similarly
DP (G)) can be partitioned into mutually exclusive dependency sets D
ij
P (F), one per pair of
variables Xi , Xj ∈ XV , i.e., DP (F) =
⋃
Xi,Xj∈XV
D
ij
P (F), with D
ij
P (F) defined formally as
D
ij
P (F) ≡ {(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F | xZ ∈ X
ij }. (6)
Also, we observe that given i and j , there is exactly one assertion per pairwise conditioning
set xZ in X
ij , so we can re-express the dependency model of F for variables Xi and Xj
in terms of the set X ij (F) of conditioning sets xZ for which the variables are dependent
according to F, namely,
X ij (F) ≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F}. (7)
The above definition can then be used to read a dependence or independence of
I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) in F as it can be easily shown that xZ ∈ X
ij (F) if and only if I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) ∈
DP (F), resulting in dependence, i.e., (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F , when xZ ∈ X
ij (F), and independence,
i.e., (Xi⊥⊥Xj | xZ )F , when xZ < X
ij (F).
To compare F and G we compare the dependency value of each assertion I(Xi ,Xj | xZ )
in F and G, counting coincidences and differences in a confusion matrix, composed of the
the total number of true positives, true negatives, false negatives, and false positives, denoted
TP , TN , FN , and FP, respectively. These quantities are measured for some given assertion
I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) by counting, at each pair Xi , Xj ∈ XV , in how many pairwise conditioning
sets xZ ∈ X
ij they are both dependent in F and G, i.e., xZ ∈ X
ij (F) and xZ ∈ X
ij (G); in how
many they are both independent, i.e., xZ < X
ij (F) and xZ < X
ij (G); when it is dependent
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in F and independent in G, i.e., xZ ∈ X
ij (F) and xZ < X
ij (G), and when the opposite is the
case, i.e., xZ < X
ij (F) and xZ ∈ X
ij (G). Formally, this is equivalent to
TP =
∑
Xi,Xj∈V
TPij ; TPij = |{xZ ∈ X
ij | xZ ∈ X
ij (F)∧ xZ ∈ X
ij (G)}| (8)
FN =
∑
Xi,Xj∈V
FNij ; TPij = |{xZ ∈ X
ij |xZ ∈ X
ij (F)∧ xZ < X
ij (G)}| (9)
FP =
∑
Xi,Xj∈V
FPij ; TPij = |{xZ ∈ X
ij |xZ < X
ij (F)∧ xZ ∈ X
ij (G)}| (10)
TN =
∑
Xi,Xj∈V
TNij ; TPij = |{xZ ∈ X
ij |xZ < X
ij (F)∧ xZ < X
ij (G)}|. (11)
From basic set equivalences, the conjunction in the definition of TPij makes it equiv-
alent to the intersection of two sets, one for each term in the conjunction, namely
TPij =
∣∣∣∣
{
xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F
}⋂{
xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )G
}∣∣∣∣, (12)
which by Eq. 7 results in
TPij = |X
ij(F)∩X ij (G)|. (13)
Similarly, by set equivalences, the conjunctions of set inclusion and exclusion of FNij
and FPij can be re-expressed as the difference of two sets, to obtain
FNij = |X
ij (F) \ X ij(G)|, (14)
FPij = |X
ij (G) \ X ij(F)|. (15)
Finally, to simplify the expression for TNij we first extract the negation to obtain ¬(xZ ∈
X ij (F)∨ xZ ∈ X
ij (G)), and rewrite the negation as set complement and the disjunction as
set union, to obtain
TNij = |
(
X ij (F)∪X ij (G)
)
|. (16)
Despite their simplicity, these definitions still involve an exponential computation
for computing and comparing X ij (F) and X ij (G), which requires traversing each of the
exponentially many xZ ∈ X
ij , for each pair (i, j). We address this problem in two steps.
At first we consider the simple scenario in which both F and G are composed of a single
feature, denoted f and g , respectively. Later onwe extend it to the general case of multiple
features.
3.2.1 Single feature case
Eqs. 13, 14, 15 and 16 show that to efficiently compute TPij , FNij , FPij and TNij for the
single feature case, it suffices to produce an efficient procedure for computing the cardi-
nalities of X ij (f )∩X ij (g) and of X ij (f )\X ij (g). This is because the procedure for comput-
ing the difference works for arbitrary features, so it can also produce X ij (g)\X ij (f ); while
TNij is computed efficiently by subtracting the other three quantities from the total num-
ber of comparisons. These efficient procedures are described and justified in Theorems 1
and 2 below.
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Theorem 1 provides an efficient computation of the intersection, without the need to
count through the exponential number of pairwise contexts. Instead, it can arrive at the
same numbers by simply computing the product of the cardinalities (number of possible
assignments) of a subset of variables in XV . Formally,
Theorem 1. Let f and g be two arbitrary features in V . Then, the cardinality of the intersection of their
pairwise dependencies X ij (f ) and X ij (g) can be efficiently computed as
|X ij(f )∩X ij (g)| =
{
0 if C1 ∨C2∏
Xk∈XV \(Sf ∪Sg )
|val(Xk)| otherwise,
(17)
where
C1 ≡ (Xi < Sf )∨ (Xi < Sg )∨ (Xj < Sf )∨ (Xj < Sg ),
C2 ≡ ∃Xh ∈ Sf ∩ Sg \ {Xi ,Xj } s.t. Xh(f ) , Xh(g).
Proof. We prove the Theorem by first noticing that
X ij (f )∩X ij(g) =
{
∅ if C1 ∨C2
X ij (f ij ∪ g ij ) otherwise,
(18)
a fact proven in Lemma 1 presented right after this Theorem.
By the equality of Eq. 18, it only remains to prove that the cardinality equals the product in the
r.h.s. of Eq. 17.
We prove this separately for each of the cases C1 ∨C2 and its negation. From Eq. 18, X
ij (f )∩
X ij (g) is the empty set for C1 ∨C2, proving its cardinality is 0, as stated in the Theorem.
The negation case ¬(C1∨C2) is a bit more involved. First we note that, according to Eq. 18, the
intersection is X ij (f ij ∪ g ij ). To prove its cardinality is as stated by the Theorem, let us first find an
equivalent expression for the cardinality of the simpler case of X ij (h), and then map it to the case
of h ≡ f ij ∪ g ij .
From Auxiliary Lemma 1 (discussed in the Appendix A), a pairwise conditioning set xZ ∈ X
ij
is also in X ij (h) whenever hij ⊆ xZ and both Xi and Xj are in Sh. The important fact is that this is
the case, regardless of the values taken by the remaining variables, i.e., variables in XV \ Shij . For
every assignment of those remaining variables we would have a pairwise set in X ij (h), therefore
|X ij (h)| =
∏
Xk∈XV \{Sh∪{Xi ,Xj }}
|val(Xk)|. (19)
All that is left to obtain the cardinality of X ij (f ij ∪ g ij ) is to apply Eq. 19 to the feature union
of f ij and g ij to obtain
|X ij (f ij ∪ g ij )| =
∏
Xk∈XV \
{
S
f ij∪gij
∪{Xi ,Xj }
} |val(Xk)|, (20)
=
∏
Xk∈XV \(Sf ∪Sg )
|val(Xk)|, (21)
where the latter holds by first noticing that from the definition of the union feature, Sf ij∪g ij =
Sf ij ∪Sg ij , and then that Sf ij = Sf \ {Xi ,Xj } (likewise for g). This proves the negation case in Eq. 17,
and thus the Theorem.
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Lemma 1. Let F and G be two log-linear models over XV , f ∈ F and g ∈ G two arbitrary features in
F and G, respectively, and Xi , Xj be any two different variables in XV . Then, the intersection of their
pairwise dependency sets X ij (f ) and X ij (g) is
X ij (f )∩X ij(g) =
{
∅ if C1 ∨C2
X ij (f ij ∪ g ij ) otherwise,
(22)
where C1 and C2 are the same conditions as in Theorem 1 (Eq. 1), and f
ij∪g ij is a new feature called
union feature, defined over variables Sf ∪ Sg , whose variables are assigned to their corresponding value
in f and g . Since it is used only for the case of ¬C2, it is guaranteed that no variable in both Sf and Sg
can take different values.
Before proving the Lemma, let us illustrate it with an example.
Example 1. We consider a domainXV ,V = {0,1,2,3,4,5}, where each variable can take values in {0,1,2}.
Let f and g be two features defined as
f =< X0 = 2,X1 = 1,X2 = 0,X5 = 0 >,
g =< X0 = 0,X1 = 1,X2 = 0,X3 = 0,X4 = 1 > .
With pairwise features f 01 and g01 for the pair (X0,X1) as
f 01 =< X2 = 0,X5 = 0 >,
g01 =< X2 = 0,X3 = 0,X4 = 1 > .
Then, since neither C1 nor C2 hold, the union of f
01 and g01 is:
f 01 ∪ g01 =< X2 = 0,X3 = 0,X4 = 1,X5 = 0 > .
We proceed now to prove the Lemma.
Proof. Let us consider each case separately.
Case C1: If it is the case that Xi < Sf or Xj < Sf , then Xi and Xj are not together in f , and
therefore the second condition on the r.h.s. of Eq. 72 in Aux. Lemma 1 (c.f. Appendix A) would
be false. This implies that for every xZ , the l.h.s. would be false, i.e. xZ < X
ij (f ), or equivalently
X ij (f ) = ∅. If instead it is case that Xi < Sg or Xj < Sg , then, from the same reasoning, X
ij (g) = ∅. In
both cases we arrive at the conclusion that X ij (f )∩X ij (g) = ∅.
Case C2: For this case, neither X
ij (f ) nor X ij (g) is empty, but their intersection is. To prove
this, we argue that given any two pairwise contexts xZ ∈ X
ij (f ) and x′Z ∈ X
ij (g), they differ in the
assignment of at least one of its variables. Since C2 holds, there must be at least one variable Xh
other than Xi and Xj that is both in f and g , i.e., Xh ∈ f
ij and Xh ∈ g
ij , such that Xh(f ) , Xh(g).
According to Eq .72 of Aux. Lemma 1 (c.f. Appendix A), any xZ in X
ij (f) must take for Xh the value
of f ij and any x′Z in X
ij (g) must take for Xh the value of g
ij .
Case ¬C1 ∧¬C2 : We must prove that X
ij (f )∩X ij (g) ≡ X ij (f ij ∪ g ij ). From Eq. 7,
X ij (f )∩X ij (g) ≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )f ∧ (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )g }.
By applying Aux. Lemma 1 to its r.h.s. we obtain
X ij (f )∩X ij (g) ≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | f ij ⊆ xZ ∧ g
ij ⊆ xZ }.
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Then, from set theory we know that for arbitrary sets A, B, and C, A ⊆ C ∧ B ⊆ C is equivalent to
A∪B ⊆ C, and therefore
X ij (f )∩X ij (g) ≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | f ij ∪ g ij ⊆ xZ },
which proves the the case ¬C1 ∧¬C2, and thus the Lemma.
We present now Theorem 2, that provides an efficient computation of the differences
of Eqs. 14 and 15, without the need to count through the exponential number of pairwise
contexts. Instead, it can arrive at the same numbers by summing the cardinalities of the
pairwise context sets of individual features, that by Eq. 19 requires a simple and efficient
computation. Formally,
Theorem 2. The cardinality of the difference of pairwise sets of arbitrary single features f and g can be
efficiently computed as
∣∣∣X ij (f ) \ X ij (g)∣∣∣ ≡

∅ if g ij ⊆ f ij or C1(f )
|X ij (f )| C2 or C1(g)∑
d∈DEf g
|X ij (d)| otherwise,
(23)
by recalling that both |X ij (f )| and |X ij(d)| can be efficiently computed using Eq. 19, and where C1(F)∧
C1(g) are defined by
C1(f ) ≡ Xi < Sf ∨Xj < Sf (24)
C1(g) ≡ Xi < Sg ∨Xj < Sg , (25)
C2 is the same one defined in Eq. 1 in Theorem 1 (existence of a mismatched value), and the set of
features DEf g is defined as follows:
DEf g =
⋃
k∈Sg\Sf
DEf g (k)
, (26)
with
DEf g (k)
=

feature d
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Sd = Sf ∪ S
≤k
g ;
∀m ∈ Sf ij ,Xm(d) = Xm(f
ij );
∀m < k ∈ S≤kg \ Sf ,Xm(d) = Xm(g);
Xk(d) , Xk(g)

, (27)
and S≤kg = {m ∈ Sg |m ≤ k}.
Proof. For the first case of Eq. 23, if C1(f ) holds then X
ij (f ) = ∅, and so the difference is clearly
empty. If instead g ij ⊆ f ij , ¬C1(g) and ¬C1(f ) hold, then Eq. 72 tells us that X
ij (f ) contains every
xZ ⊇ f
ij and X ij (g) contains every xZ ⊇ g
ij . Then, by g ij ⊆ f ij , every xZ in X
ij (g) is also in X ij (f ).
For the second case of Eq. 23, if C2 holds, some value in g does not match its corresponding value in
f , and therefore none of the elements of X ij (g) are in X ij (f ). If instead, C1(g) holds, then X
ij (g) = ∅.
In both cases, nothing can be subtracted from X ij (f ).
The proof for the third case of Eq.(23) consists in two parts. First we prove the equality of the
sets within the cardinalities, i.e.,
X ij (f ) \ X ij(g) =
⋃
d∈DE
f g
X ij (d). (28)
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and then we prove the equality of their cardinalities.
Let us start with the latter. From Lemma 3 presented below, the pairwise contexts of each
feature in DEf g are mutually exclusive, which guarantees that the cardinality of the union equals
the sum of the individual cardinalities, i.e.,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
d∈DEf g
X ij (d)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∑
d∈DEf g
|X ij (d)|. (29)
It remains then to prove the equality of Eq. 28. For that, we first note that by Lemma 2, this
equality holds for Df g , a simpler version of D
E
f g . Then, we note that according to Lemma 4, both
Df g and D
E
f g represents exactly the same pairwise contexts, i.e.,
⋃
d∈Df g
X ij (d) =
⋃
d∈DE
f g
X ij (d). (30)
thus proving the equality for DEf g and with it the third case of Eq.(23) and the Theorem.
Lemma 2.
X ij (f ) \ X ij(g) =
⋃
d∈Df g
X ij (d). (31)
where
Df g =
{
features d
∣∣∣∣∣∣ Sd = Sf ∪ Sg ;∀m ∈ Sf ij ,Xm(d) = Xm(f
ij );
¬∀m ∈ Sg \ Sf ,Xm(d) = Xm(g)
}
. (32)
Proof. By set equivalence, Eq. 31 can be re formulated as
∀xZ ∈ X
ij ,xZ ∈ X
ij (f )∧ xZ < X
ij (g) ⇐⇒ ∃d ∈Df g ,xZ ∈ X
ij (d). (33)
Since ¬C1(f ) and ¬C1(g), both Xi and Xj are in f and g , so by Eq. 72 the above is equivalent to
xZ ∈ X
ij (f )∧ xZ < X
ij (g) ⇐⇒ ∃d ∈Df g , s.t. d
ij ⊆ xZ . (34)
for an arbitrary xZ ∈ X
ij .
We begin with the right-to-left implication, and consider each term in the l.h.s. separately, i.e.,
I1 : ∃d ∈Df g ,d
ij ⊆ xZ =⇒ f
ij ⊆ xZ (35)
I2 : ∃d ∈Df g ,d
ij ⊆ xZ =⇒ g
ij * xZ (36)
Case I1: We must prove that f
ij ⊆ xZ . For that we apply Auxiliary Lemma 3 (c.f. Appendix
A) for a = f ij and b = d ij , for which it suffices to prove that ∃d ∈ Df g s.t. f
ij ⊆ d ij (i.e., a ⊆ b)
and that Sf ⊆ Sd . By definition, Sd = Sf ∪ Sg , so Sf ⊆ Sd . Also, by definition of every d ∈ Df g ,
∀m ∈ Sf ij ,Xm(d) = Xm(f
ij ), which combined with Sf ⊆ Sd implies f
ij ⊆ d ij .
Case I2: We first note that
d ij ⊆ xZ =⇒ ∀m ∈ Sdij ,Xm(d
ij ) = Xm(xZ ). (37)
Then, from the definition of every d ∈ Df g , ∃m ∈ Sg \ Sf s.t. Xm(d) , Xm(g). Also, since both
Xi and Xj are in Sf , then Sg \ Sf = Sg ij \ Sf ij , so ∃m ∈ Sg ij \ Sf ij s.t. Xm(d
ij ) , Xm(g
ij ). Combining
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with Eq. 37, this results in ∃m ∈ Sg ij \ Sf ij s.t. Xm(g
ij ) , Xm(xZ ), from which we can conclude that
g ij * xZ .
Next, we proceed with the left-to-right implication of Eq. 34. We prove that given the condition
on the l.h.s. for any arbitrary xZ , there is some d ∈Df g for which the r.h.s. is satisfied, i.e., d
ij ⊆ xZ .
We start by reinterpreting the l.h.s.:
(f ij ⊆ xZ ) :
(f ij ⊆ xZ ) : ∀m ∈ Sf ij ,Xm(f
ij ) = Xm(xZ ). (38)
(g ij * xZ ) :
Since SxZ = V \ {Xi ,Xj } and S
ij
g ⊆ SxZ , then g
ij * xZ can only occur because some assignment in
g ij takes a value that is different from xZ , i.e.,
∃m ∈ Sg ij s.t. Xm(g
ij ) , Xm(xZ ). (39)
But by Eq. 38 and C2, this cannot be the case for m ∈ Sg ij ∩Sf ij so Eq. 39 can be re-expressed as
∃m ∈ Sg ij \ Sf ij s.t. Xm(g
ij ) , Xm(xZ ). (40)
Finally, since C1(f ) does not hold, both Xi and Xj are in Sf , so Sg ij \ Sf ij = Sg \ Sf , i.e., Eq. 40
becomes
∃m ∈ Sg \ Sf ,Xm(g
ij ) , Xm(xZ ). (41)
LetM denote those m that satisfy Eq. 41, i.e.,
∀m ∈M,Xm(g
ij ) , Xm(xZ ). (42)
We proceed by proposing some feature d defined over Sf ∪ Sg that satisfies d
ij ⊆ xZ , .i.e,
∀m ∈ Sd = Sf ∪ Sg , Xm(d) = Xm(xZ ), (43)
and prove that d ∈ Df g . For that, we prove that d satisfies all three conditions in the definition
of any d ∈Df g :
1. The first condition, Sd = Sf ∪ Sg is satisfied by the definition of d.
2. From Eqs. 38 and 43, and the fact that Sf ij ⊆ Sd (by definition of d), we have that ∀m ∈
Sf ij ,Xm(f
ij ) = Xm(xZ ) = Xm(d), satisfying the second condition of Df g for Xm(f
ij ) and Xm(d).
3. From Eqs. 42 and 43, and the fact that M ⊆ Sg \ Sf (by definition ofM), and Sg \ Sf ⊆ Sd (by
definition of d), and consequentlyM ⊆ Sd , we have that
∀m ∈M,Xm(g
ij ) , Xm(xZ ) = Xm(d),
then ∀m ∈M,Xm(d) , Xm(g
ij ), satisfying the third condition of Df g .
Lemma 3. ⋃
d∈Df g
X ij (d) =
⋃
d∈DEf g
X ij (d). (44)
for DEf g defined by Eq.(26) and Df g defined by Eq. 32.
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Proof. For arbitrary xZ , Eq. 44 is equivalent to
∃d ∈Df g , xZ ∈ X
ij (d) ⇐⇒ ∃d ′ ∈ DEf g ,xZ ∈ X
ij (d ′). (45)
Since ¬C1(f ) and every d ∈ Df g and every d
′ ∈ DEf g are defined over Sf , we have that both Xi
and Xj are in both Sd , and Sd ′ , and therefore it holds that ¬C1(d) and ¬C1(d
′). We can then apply
Eq. 72 to the above to obtain
∃d ∈Df g , d ⊆ xZ ⇐⇒ d ∈D
E
f g ,d ⊆ xZ . (46)
For the left-to-right implication, by Auxiliary Lemma 3 in Appendix A, it suffices to prove that
∃d ∈Df g ∧∃d
′ ∈DEf g s.t. d
′ ⊆ d, (47)
for a = d ′ ,b = d. Any d ′ ∈ DEf g and d ∈ Df g satisfy Sf ⊆ Sd ′ and Sf ⊆ Sd , respectively, and match
the values of f ij , so to prove d ′ ⊆ d we can focus on the values for g . For that, we start noticing
that every feature d ′ ∈ DEf g is defined over some subset of Sg \ Sf (dependent on k), over which it
is guaranteed to have an assignment different from that of g at k, i.e., Xk(d
′) , Xk(g). Then, any d
satisfying these assignments for these variables in Sd ′ \ Sf (S
≤k
d \ Sf ), and any assignment for the
remaining variables in Sg \ Sf would satisfy that ∀m ∈ Sg \ Sf ,Xm(d) = Xm(g), and thus is in Df g .
For the right-to-left implication of Eq. 46, we have that, by Eq. 47, for every d ′ ∈ DEf g there
exists a d ∈Df g such that d
′ ⊆ d. It suffices then to complete d ′ with assignments for the remaining
variables with values matching xZ , i.e.,
∀k ∈ S>kg \ Sf ,Xk(d) = Xk(xZ ). (48)
Then, by Eq. 48 and the fact that d ′ ⊆ xZ , we conclude that d ⊆ xZ .
Lemma 4. The pairwise contexts for each feature in DEf g are mutually exclusive:
∀d,d ′ ∈DEf g ,X
ij (d)∩X ij (d ′) = ∅ (49)
Proof. Given the definition of DEf g in Eq. 27, all features k in some D
E
f g have different values at Xk ,
by which they cannot have pairwise contexts in common. Additionally, for another k′ such that
k′ > k, not only are its pairwise contexts mutually exclusive among each other, but they are also
different from all features for k, since these take values different from Xk(g) at Xk , while features at
k′ have the value Xk(g) at Xk .
3.2.2 Multiple features case
We proceed next to discuss the most general case of comparing arbitrary log-linear models
F and G with more than one feature, for which we must find an efficient computation of
|X ij(F)∩X ij (G)|, (50)
|X ij(F) \ X ij (G)|, (51)
formalized in Theorems 3 and 4 below, for the intersection and difference cases, re-
spectively. Both theorems use the result of Auxiliary Lemma 2, presented in Appendix A,
which states that for some log-linear model F, X ij (F) ≡ ∪f ∈FX
ij (f ).
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Theorem 3. The cardinality of the intersection of pairwise sets of two arbitrary log-linear models F and
G over XV can be computed efficiently in terms of |V | as follows:
∣∣∣X ij (F)∩X ij (G)∣∣∣ ≡∑
p∈P
∣∣∣X ij (p)∣∣∣ , (52)
where P is the set of features produced by Algorithm 1 when provided the set of features H ={
X ij (g)∩X ij (f )
}
f ∈F,g∈G
as input, with the equivalent features of X ij (g)∩X ij (f ) as those computed by
Eq. 22.
Proof. We start by proving that
X ij (F)∩X ij (G) ≡
⋃
f ∈F
⋃
g∈G
X ij (g)∩X ij (f ). (53)
The proof uses the result of Auxiliary Lemma 2 stated and proven in Appendix A,
X ij (F)∩X ij (G) = X ij (F)∩

⋃
g∈G
X ij (g)
 by Auxiliary Lemma 2 over G
=
⋃
g∈G
X ij (g)∩X ij(F) by distribution of intersection over union
=
⋃
g∈G
X ij (g)∩
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f )
 by Auxiliary Lemma 2 over F
=
⋃
g∈G
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (g)∩X ij (f ). by distribution of intersection over union.
This is insufficient, however, because the cardinality cannot be pushed within the unions of
the r.h.s., as there may be overlaps between the single-feature intersections resulting in double
counting of some pairwise contexts. This justifies using Algorithm 1 (introduced at the end of this
section) with input H containing all the intersection sets within the double union of the r.h.s., as
it guarantees to produce as output a set of features P whose set of pairwise contexts X ij (P) is a
partition of the set of contexts of the input features H , i.e.,
⋃
h∈H
X ij (h) =
⋃
p∈P
X ij (p); ∀p,p′ ∈ P, X ij (p)∩X ij(p′) = ∅.
Theorem 4. The cardinality of the difference of pairwise sets of two arbitrary log-linear models F and G
over XV can be computed efficiently in terms of |V | as follows:
∣∣∣X ij (F) \ X ij (G)∣∣∣ ≡∑
p∈P
∣∣∣X ij (p)∣∣∣ (54)
where P is the set of features produced by Algorithm 1 when provided as input the set of union features
∪d∈dd, one per d ∈

g∈GD
E
f g , and all f ∈ F.
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Proof. Since Algorithm 1 produces a partition, it suffices to prove that
X ij (F) \ X ij (G) ≡
⋃
f ∈F
⋃
d∈

g∈GD
E
f g
X ij (∪d∈dd
ij ) (55)
and note that the cardinality can be pushed within the unions of the r.h.s. after partitioning the set
of all union features ∪d∈dd
ij .
X ij (F) \ X ij (G) = X ij (F)∩X ij (G) by general sets equivalence
= X ij (G)∩
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f ) by Equation 7 over model F
=
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f )∩X ij (G) by distribution of intersection over union
=
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f ) \ X ij (G) by general set equivalence
=
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f ) \
⋃
g∈G
X ij (g) by Equation 7 over model G
=
⋃
f ∈F
⋂
g∈G
X ij (f ) \ X ij(g) by the relative complements property
=
⋃
f ∈F
⋂
g∈G
⋃
d∈DEf g
X ij (d) by Eq. 23
=
⋃
f ∈F
⋃
d∈

g∈GD
E
f g
⋂
d∈d
X ij (d) by distribution of intersection over union
=
⋃
f ∈F
⋃
d∈

g∈GD
E
f g
X ij (∪d∈dd
ij ) Eq. 22.
where we applied general set equivalences: that substracting a set is equivalent to intersecting
its complement (i.e., A\B = A∩B), the distribution of intersection over union (e.g., (A∪B)∩(C∪D) =
(A∩C)∪(A∩D)∪(B∩C)∪(B∩D)), and in the last step a property of sets known as relative complements
that states that for sets A, B, and C, C \ (A∪B) = (C \A)∩ (C \B).
To conclude, let us describe the procedure for converting a set of features into a par-
tition, as described in Algorithm1. The general idea is that, from the pairwise contexts of
each feature, we need to subtract those that are duplicated in any other feature. The par-
tition starts with the first feature (lines 2, 4 and 12) and then the next one is subtracted
from it (by the operation of feature difference defined in Section 3.2) in line 8. The re-
sulting features are stored in Dhp. This corresponds to the set of differences between the
current h and each p ∈ P. Outside the loop, the result of subtracting all features currently
in partition P from h is assigned to Dh in line 10. This loop and assignment (lines 7-9, 10)
are required because the result of a difference is a set of features and each p ∈ P must be
subtracted from each of them. Then, this difference is added to the partition in line 12.
Before this point, Dh does not have any pairwise contexts in common with P ; therefore,
their union is still a partition. The difference operation guarantees that each input feature
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Algorithm 1 partition(H).
1: /* Returns a partition for the contexts represented by the set H, i.e., a set of features such
that each context represented in H is represented by exactly one feature in the partition. */
2: P←− ∅
3: for h ∈H do
4: Dh ←− {h}
5: for p ∈ P do
6: Dhp ←− ∅
7: for h′ ∈Dh do
8: Dhp ←−Dhp ∪Dh′\p
9: end for
10: Dh ←−Dhp
11: end for
12: P ←− P ∪Dh
13: end for
14: return P
h is converted into a set of features h′ that represent all pairwise contexts that are repre-
sented by h but not by every p ∈ P . This guarantees that all features in the output P are
mutually exclusive and that
⋃
p∈P X
ij (p) = X ij (H).
4. Distance metric
In this section, we define a metric based on the confusion matrix proposed in Section 3,
and provide proof that it is in fact a distance metric.
For clarity, we recall the definitions for sets of assertions for dependency models in
Section 3. The straightforward, exhaustive definition would count the number of as-
sertions whose truth values differ in D1 and D2. Let D be the set of all context-specific
independence queries for a domain XV ,
D = {I(Xi ,Xj | xU ,XW )|∀i , j,xU ∈ val(XU ),U ∩W = ∅,U ∪W ⊆ V \ {i, j}}, (56)
and let ID denote the truth value returned when querying if the assertion I ∈ D holds
in context-specific dependency model D; we can define such a measure as
d(D1,D2) = |{I ∈ D|ID1 , ID2 }| (57)
This is equivalent to the sum of false positives and false negatives of the confusion
matrix.
Now we recall the reduced set used in our approach:
DP ≡ {I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) | i , j ∈ V , xZ ∈ X
ij }.
With our proposal we redefine the measure as the count of mismatches over the pair-
wise set:
dP(D1,D2) = |{I ∈ DP |ID1 , ID2}| (58)
Even with this approximation, we can prove that the resulting measure is a metric.
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Theorem 5. The measure between two context-specific dependency models D1 and D2 in Eq. 58 is a
distance metric, i.e., it satisfies the properties of positivity, identity of indiscernibles, symmetry and sub-
additivity (triangle inequality).
Proof. We consider each property separately:
i Nonnegativity holds trivially because the measure is defined as the cardinality of a set, and thus
is nonnegative.
ii Identity of indiscernibles can be stated as
dP (D1,D2) = 0 ⇐⇒ D1 =D2. (59)
For the right-to-left implication, the proof is trivial sinceD1 =D2 by definition implies that any
set of independencies tested on the models will have matching values. Therefore, {I ∈ D|ID1 ,
ID2 } = ∅ and the cardinality of this set is zero, for any set of independence queries, including
DP .
The left-to-right implication requires a more detailed analysis. We provide a proof by transi-
tivity, by showing that
dP (D1,D2) = 0 =⇒ d(D1,D2) = 0, (60)
and then verifying that the implication holds for the distance in Eq. 57, i.e., that
d(D1,D2) = 0 =⇒ D1 =D2. (61)
In words, this means that whenever the measure is zero over the set of pairwise independen-
cies, then the measure over all independencies must also be zero (Eq. 60), and that whenever
two models have a distance of zero (measured by comparing all independencies) then they are
identical (Eq. 60).
For the implication in Eq. 60, we proceed by contradiction, assuming that it is possible to
have a non-pairwise independence query mismatch in D1 and D2 (i.e., d(D1,D2) , 0), while
simultaneously having that dP(D1,D2) = 0, i.e., all pairwise independence assertions match in
both models.
We assume then that an arbitrary non-pairwise independence holds in one of the models but
not in the other, i.e., (Xi⊥⊥Xj | xU ,XW )D1 and (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,XW )D2 , without producing any dis-
crepancies in the set of pairwise independence assertions. Formally,
(Xi⊥⊥Xj | xU ,XW )D1 ∧ (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,XW )D2 ∧∀I ∈ DP , ID1 = ID2 . (62)
The proof can be easily understood using the concept of paths in instantiated graphs1 and the
following Theorem:
Theorem 6 (Højsgaard (2004)). Let G(xU ) be the graph instantiated by xU . Then (Xi⊥⊥Xj | XW ) if
and only ifW separates i and j in G(xU ).
On the one hand, by (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,XW )D2 and Hojsgaard’s Theorem above, we have that, in
the instantiated graph GD2(xU ) (Figure 1b), there is a path from i to j satisfying that none
1. For a thorough explanation of these concepts see (Højsgaard, 2004).
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Figure 1: Two possible instantiated graphs in xU for (Xi⊥⊥Xj | XW ,xU )D1 and (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj |
XW ,xU )D2 . W represents a set of nodes and the thick double lines represent edges between
nodes i and j to all variables inW . In this example, there is a path from i to j inD2 outside
ofW , but for some pair of nodes (k, l), D1 does not have an edge between them.
of its nodes are in W . We denote this path by P2ij . In terms of independencies, taking into
consideration the following equivalence,
(Xi⊥⊥Xj | xU ,XW ) ≡ ∀xW ∈ val(XW ), (Xi⊥⊥Xj | xU ,xW ), (63)
or, equivalently,
(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,XW ) ≡ ∃xW ∈ val(XW ), (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xU ,xW ), (64)
for all Xi , Xj ,U ∩W = ∅,U ∪W ⊆ V
ij ,xU ∈ val(XU ).
This implies that for at least one context xZ , where xU ⊆ xZ , (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )D2 .
On the other hand, by (Xi⊥⊥Xj | xU ,XW )D1 and Theorem 6, in the instantiated graph GD1(xU )
(Figure 1a) there is no path from i to j “outside” of W , i.e., a path satisfying that none of its
nodes are inW . Therefore, the sequence of nodes of P2ij cannot be a path inD1. This implies that
at least one pair of subsequent nodes in P2ij has no edge between them in GD1(xU ) (exemplified as
k and l in the figure) while it is the case that there is an edge between them in GD2(xU ). In terms
of separation, we can say that W separates i and j in GD1(xU ) but not in GD2(xU ). This implies,
firstly, by Strong Union, that (Xi⊥⊥Xj | XV \{k,l}∪U )D1 , and by Eq. 63, that (Xi⊥⊥Xj | xZ )D1 , for
xU ⊆ xZ and for all xV \({k,l}∪U ) ⊆ xZ\U . Secondly, it implies that (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | XV \({k,l}∪U ))D2 , and
by Eq. 63, we have that there exists at least one context xZ (with xU ⊆ xZ ) such that (Xi⊥⊥Xj |
xZ )D2 . Because of this, D1 and D2 must differ in a pairwise assertion, thus contradicting our
assumption that they all match.
For the implication in Eq. 61, it is sufficient to see that the measure can only be zero if the set
is empty, i.e., if all independencies have the same truth value in each of the models. The only
case where this is possible is when D1 = D2, proving the implication. Thus we have that by
transitivity of the implications in Eqs. 60 and 61, the left-to-right implication in Eq. 59 holds.
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iii Symmetry clearly holds considering that the measure is a count of (negated) equalities, which
are commutative.
iv Triangle inequality. Wemust prove that, for any three context-specific dependencymodels A, B and C,
dP(A,C) ≤ dP (A,B) + dP(B,C). (65)
We can rewrite the measure as a sum of terms,
dP(D1,D2) =
∑
I∈DP
d˜i(D1,D2), (66)
where
d˜i(D1,D2) =

1 if ID1 , ID2
0 if ID1 = ID2 .
(67)
The interpretation is that each of these terms is an indicator of whether the independence
assertion I has the same value in both models, i.e., if both models have the same dependence
or independence for the variables and conditioning set specified by I .
We can reexpress Eq. 65 using Eq. 66 as
∑
I∈DP
d˜i(A,C) ≤
∑
I∈DP
d˜i(A,B) +
∑
I∈DP
d˜i (B,C). (68)
Considering that the sum of two ormore valid inequalities side by side is also a valid inequality,
it is sufficient to show that, for any three models A, B, C and all independence assertions I ∈ DP ,
d˜i(A,C) ≤ d˜i (A,B) + d˜i(B,C). (69)
Considering models A and B, we have that for the left-hand side term in Eq. 69, there are only
two possible cases: either d˜i(A,C) = 0 or d˜i(A,C) = 1. Given each of these, the possible values
for d˜i(A,B) and d˜i(B,C) cannot be arbitrary combinations but are rather restricted as follows:
d˜i(A,C) = 0 =⇒
(
d˜i(A,B) = 0∧ d˜i(B,C) = 0
)
∨
(
d˜i(A,B) = 1∧ d˜i(B,C) = 1
)
, (70)
d˜i(A,C) = 1 =⇒
(
d˜i(A,B) = 0∧ d˜i(B,C) = 1
)
∨
(
d˜i(A,B) = 1∧ d˜i(B,C) = 0
)
. (71)
For the first case (Eq. 70), we have that the value of assertion I is the same in A and C, which
means that either all three models contain the same (in)dependence, and then d˜i(A,B) = 0 ∧
d˜i(B,C) = 0; or that A and C match but they are both different from B (since there are only two
values), which is represented by d˜i(A,B) = 1∧ d˜i(B,C) = 1. The other two combinations cannot
occur because they would negate the left-hand side of the implication.
As for the second case (Eq. 71), by a similar reasoning there are also only two possibilities:
either d˜i(A,B) = 0∧ d˜i(B,C) = 1, or d˜i(A,B) = 1∧ d˜i(B,C) = 0; as a result the equality is satisfied
in both cases. Since all possible cases satisfy Eq. 69 and the sum on both sides for all I ∈ DP
maintains the inequality, we can now conclude that the property in Eq. 65 is satisfied.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a metric for directly and efficiently comparing the structures
of two log-linear models. These models are more expressive than undirected graphs, due
to their capacity to represent context-specific independencies; however, the interpretation
of these models’ independence structure is complex and no sound method for making di-
rect quality comparisons of these structures was known to us prior to the design of our
metric. The importance of a method that compares independence structures is that it
can be used not only for density estimation and comparisons, but also for the knowledge
discovery goal of learning. On the one hand, one can analyze differences in the indepen-
dence structures learned with structure learning algorithms w.r.t. underlying synthetic
structures, or compare the structures learned by different algorithms. On the other hand,
one can draw qualitative insights about structures, either those learned by algorithms or
those designed by human experts (or both), which would not have been possible to obtain
by mere observation except in simple (low-dimensional) scenarios.
Also, our method provides more guarantees than state-of-the-art techniques for as-
sessing independence structures of log-linear models. For this representation, learning
algorithms are usually evaluated with the KL-divergence measure for whole distributions,
or the approximatemethod of CMLL for high dimensional domains, which requires learn-
ing the numerical parameters of the models and are therefore indirect. They also do not
have the properties of a metric. Some direct methods have been used, such as the aver-
age feature length or number of features, but these only provide very limited informa-
tion about the structures, and no guarantees of their validity exist, such as a proof that
these are metrics. In this work we have proved that our proposed technique is a metric,
thus making it suitable for drawing reliable conclusions about comparisons made with
it. Some possible future lines of research on this method may include the search for an
efficient method for multi-feature log-linear models, and an exploration of the behavior
of the metric when compared to other measures such as KL-divergence or CMLL.
Appendix A. Auxiliary Lemmas
Auxiliary Lemma 1. Let F be the log-linear model of some distribution over XV , f ∈ F be some feature
in F, Xi , Xj ∈ XV be two different variables, xZ ∈ X
ij be some pairwise conditioning set, and f ij denote
the feature composed of the same assignments in f except for those of Xi and Xj . Then,
xZ ∈ X
ij (f ) ⇐⇒ f ij ⊆ xZ ∧Xi ,Xj ∈ Sf (72)
where the subset operation f ij ⊆ xZ runs over assignments, that is, it reads that every variable in feature
f other than Xi and Xj is assigned to the same value in both f
ij and xZ .
Proof. The Lemma is a straight rewrite of known facts from the theory of log-linear models. From
the definition of X ij (f ) in Eq. 7, xZ ∈ X
ij (f ) whenever (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ ). According to [Chapter 4,
(Koller and Friedman, 2009)], any distribution structured by some log-linear model F, holds a di-
rect interaction (a dependency) among any pair of variables Xi and Xj , whenever they appear
together in at least one feature f ∈ F. Moreover, the interaction still holds when conditioned on
some partial assignment of variables, when there is at least one feature f ∈ F satisfying that all its
assignments are matched by the conditioning set. In particular, for the case of pairwise condition-
ing sets, I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) is a dependence whenever each variable in xZ (which is also in the scope Sf
of f ) has a matching value in both. The Lemma is proven after noticing that xZ does not contain
neither Xi nor Xj .
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Auxiliary Lemma 2. The pairwise set X ij (F) of a log-linear model F is equivalent to the union of the
pairwise sets X ij (f ) of each of its features f ∈ F; formally,
X ij (F) =
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f ) (73)
Before proving the Lemma, let us illustrate this definition with an example:
Example 2. Let V = {k},k = 1 . . .4, ∀Xk ,val(Xi ) = {0,1}, and let f , f
′ , f ′′ ∈ F where
f = < X1 = 0,X3 = 0,X4 = 1 >,
f ′ = < X2 = 1,X3 = 0,X4 = 0 >, and
f ′′ = < X1 = 0,X2 = 0 > .
Let i = 3 and j = 4. Then,
X 34(f ) = {< X1 = 0,X2 = 0 >,< X1 = 0,X2 = 1 >}
X 34(f ′) = {< X1 = 0,X2 = 1 >,< X1 = 1,X2 = 1 >}
X 34(f ′′) = ∅.
Then, X 34(F) is the union of the pairwise contexts X 34(f ) and X 34(f ′), since f and f ′ are the only
features in F satisfying X3,X4 ∈ Sf and X3,X4 ∈ Sf ′ , resulting in
X 34(F) =X 34(f )∪X 34(f ′)
={< X1 = 0,X2 = 0 >,< X1 = 0,X2 = 1 >,< X1 = 1,X2 = 1 >}.
Proof. From Eq (7), X ij (F) ≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F }; also, by the same reasoning followed in
Auxiliary Lemma 1, if an assertion I(Xi ,Xj | xZ ) is dependent according to some feature f ∈ F, it is
dependent according to the whole log-linear model:
(Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xu ,XW )f =⇒ (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xu ,XW )F . (74)
Therefore,
X ij (F) ≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )F}
≡ {xZ ∈ X
ij | ∨f ∈F (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )f }
≡
⋃
f ∈F
{
xZ ∈ X
ij | (Xi⊥⊥6 Xj | xZ )f
}
≡
⋃
f ∈F
X ij (f )
Auxiliary Lemma 3. Let a,b be two features such that Sa ⊆ Sb, and a ⊆ b, then b ⊆ xZ =⇒ a ⊆ xZ .
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Proof.
a ⊆ b =⇒ ∀k ∈ SaXk(a) = Xk(b), (75)
then,
b ⊆ xZ =⇒ ∀k ∈ SbXk(b) = Xk(xZ )
=⇒ ∀k ∈ SaXk(b) = Xk(xZ ), by Sa ⊆ Sb
=⇒ ∀k ∈ SaXk(a) = Xk(xZ ), by Eq. 75
=⇒ a ⊆ xZ .
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